craft ai to unveil AI-powered agents that bring adaptive learning to connected
Things and make your home actually smart @ CES 2016.
craft ai will be demoing its new smart home agents built upon its AI platform and showcasing
how Things can be automatically programmed simply by using them. Join us to see how
context awareness and adaptive learning make Things adapt to you.
5 January, 2016 - Las Vegas, NV
craft ai has been honored to be selected from hundreds of startups as a member of ‘the
French IoT Team. The delegation is led by La Poste Group, France’s mail service provider
and features the 15 best Internet of Things startups together with four of its partners in
the Digital Hub, the French industrial leaders: Legrand, Atol the Opticians Malakoff
Mederic and BNP Paribas Real Estate. As such, craft ai will be exhibiting at CES 2016, 6-9
January, Las Vegas, NV on the La Poste Group booth - Tech West, Sands Expo, Level 2,
Booth 71125, and demonstrating how its AI smarten up connected homes.
craft ai provides AI-as-a-service to developers. craft ai believes Things should be smart
enough to feel like a personal assistant: always aware of your context, learning from
what you do and adapting to you.
craft ai unique white-box approach features a visual editor and hosted APIs making it
easy to design complex automation while remaining in control. craft ai enables every
developer to integrate within their Things always-on agents that continuously remember,
learn and adapt.
Having started its digital transformation in its sixth century of existence with a particular
interest in the Internet of Things, and more specifically for the Internet of Services, La
Poste Group now helps all-sized companies build customized IoT services by providing a
universal hub that unites IoT devices from a wide range of manufacturers.
craft ai has integrated its AI platform with La Poste Digital Hub to bring context
awareness and adaptive learning to the Hub powered services. CES attendees will have
the opportunity to see the first craft ai agents for smart home, integrated within La Poste
Digital Hub. The showcased agents answer the most challenging requirements for smart
home app developers: standard automation without lengthy setups; continuous learning
of users preferences; advanced programing involving multiple Things without expert-only
user interfaces.
For more information about craft ai and its technology, contact@craft.ai or visit craft.ai

